


The first season is Arabian Nights - Spectacular Weddings of the Middle East. Great characters make great television and Ziad Nassar is not 
only a great character; he is also a great wedding planner and we have unique access to him and ONCE, his production company. What 

makes this great viewing is the inherent drama: the planning, execution, teamwork, and the incredible luxury and opulence.

But weddings are about people, and we will follow a number of characters – 
both participants in the wedding and members of Ziad’s charismatic team that puts it together. All of this will be played out on a grand 

scale where two families from radically different backgrounds make the most serious commitment: to unite, to be together, to wed… 1
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THE BRIDE AND GROOM

MALEKREEF   &



To say that ZIAD RAPHAEL NASSAR is a wedding planner is like saying that Arnold Schwarzenegger 
lifts weights. Ziad is unequivocally the best wedding planner in the Middle East, if not the world, and it 
demands that he be a psychiatrist, coach, architect, choreographer, and producer on a grand scale.

Above all, Ziad is a dream merchant - he sells dreams and
then he has to build them and make them happen.
Clients include Middle Eastern royalty, the rich and famous from all over the world and a few friends. 
Venues include London, Paris, Athens, Marrakech Marbella and other exotic Middle Eastern locations.
A typical budget is 10-25 million dollars (and some are more).

THE MAESTRO
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THE ADVENTURE BEGINS
From his initial meeting with the prospective couple, we will see him work his magic: how he makes

them feel at ease and encourages them to be fearless about imagining their life together and how
this wedding can celebrate the birth of their dream that will color all that follows.
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The filmmakers are well known for 
discovering and revealing great characters
from Arnold Schwarzenegger to Madonna to the Kennedys 
and we expect that there will be many: immediate families, 
distant relatives, the service team - chefs, waiters, entertainers, 
dancers, band members, the token international rock star and 
Ziad, the maestro.

The filmmakers are also known for revealing vast spectacle and 
intimate personal moments are set against that.
They provide relief and contrast and reactions, of course.
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—But finally, this is a series about the bride and the groom and
the characters we meet and the dramas they create

The guests populate this scenario and add color to the story. People from different cultures meet
(and for us, the more different the better), interact and ultimately get along and make new friends but

not without the inevitable conflicts, epiphanies and joy.



TEAM ZIAD

For Ziad, these weddings are a dozen different events of escalating
scale and importance from the intimate to the operatic –

welcoming receptions as chartered jets arrive, brunches, dinners, dances, performances, concerts and then the final ceremony itself. And then there are the 
costumes, the cuisine and the entertainment - typically a ballet and a performance by a major international rock star. Nothing is left to chance – we will see the 

smallest details – even those that go into preparing guest bedrooms, each of which is designed with the specific guest in mind.
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Witty. Smart. Leader.
  Shadow of the Bride.

Architect. Young. Creative.
 Always wants his own way.

Creative. Funky. Stylish.    
         Mood Board Obsessed.

Interior Designer. 
       Lives in her Pink World.
                        (AKA Barbie Doll)

Sexy. Young. Social Media Sociopaths.  
       (self described)

The Persuaders
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All of these elements are woven together seamlessly by 
Ziad’s team into a manifestation of the couple’s dreams. 
It presents a world of possibilities, a vision of the world 
as it might be for them in the future and how their 
guests celebrate and be a part of it.



ONCE, Ziad’s company, does 12-14 weddings a year; we will choose 6 in Season I.

As extravagance is a given, our criteria are the characters... and
the greater the cultural contrast in the wedding families, the better.

Occasionally we make exceptions for extreme opulence. The subject mandates extremely high production values,
multiple units during the week of the event, and two units intermittently during the months previous.

ATLAS MOUNTAINS, MOROCCO

Season one
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EPISODE 1
RENDEZVOUS IN MARRAKECH

3 0  D A Y S  T O  W E D D I N G
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“ ...building a city in the desert... we’ll need more
            power than the city of Casablanca”Brice - Head of Production, Morocco
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HOURS TO ARRIVALS: 2   STRESS LEVEL:10
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THE ARRIVALS
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“ ...if you don’t want drama at your 
      wedding, don’t invite family.”—Ziad
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“ Weddings are predisposed to the operatic  
                 and involve great spectacle...”—Carla (Team Ziad)
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“ ...with this kind of complexity, 
anything that can go wrong, will…”—Ziad
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THE
WEDDING
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“ ...it always seems impossible 
                                   ...until it’s done.” —Ziad



Act 1 We meet the betrothed couple in their first meeting with Ziad. It begins with simple questions: how do they dream that they want their 
life to be? How is their wedding the birth of that dream? And then slowly, the event takes form and shape in the mind of Ziad who makes this into a 
reality and we begin to see the beginnings of the map of their life together.
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acts  breakdown
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Act 2, 3 As the wedding gathers momentum, we track the bride 
and groom and the emotional rollercoaster that they are going through…
We also track different characters of interest: Ziad’s team are extremely 
entertaining and charismatic and evoke the French series, Call My Agent. We also 
follow members of the of the bridal parties - sisters and brothers and concerned 
parents - with all the accompanying dramas. There are also the incidental local 
characters  - carpenters, electricians, valet parkers, musicians and rock stars… 

The characters will provide context, contrast, humanity and comedy. As 
weddings have deadlines, there are inherent dramas: things have to be built 
on time; people have to arrive on time; clothes have to be ready on time; 
hotels have to be prepared to receive their guests on time, etc. There are many 
things that can go wrong and inevitably some will. This is a narrative that 
ends up emphatically ‘right’ but the journey there should be full of obstacles, 
so ‘wrong’ is good.



Act 4, 5 And now the wedding. We are intimately behind the 
scenes as the bride and groom prepare for the moment of their lifetime. 
The wedding can last as long as a week. The balance of the hour covers 
the wedding party arriving through all the events and the ceremony where we 
continue to follow the characters that we’ve already come to know along with 
some new ones and amusing ‘cameos.’ Coverage will be a combination of intimate 
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moments, spectacle and high drama. These weddings are inevitably operatic
and involve great spectacle which needs to be complimented by human touches.

And then there is the inevitable postmortem: people packing, crying and 
reminiscing... and the small city built for a week comes down and it is quiet
once again in the desert.
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ARABIAN NIGHTS
FEATURING

ZIAD RAPHAEL NASSAR

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS

DAVID McKILLOP    JEROME GARY    AND ZIAD RAPHAEL NASSAR

PILOT DIRECTOR

MARY LAMBERT
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THE TEAM Executive producers along with Ziad Nassar are Jerome Gary and David McKillop with numerous Academy Award 
nominations and Emmy Awards to include Pumping Iron, Cartel Land, Gettysburg, the Kennedys and many more.

DAVID McKILLOP has been a Governor of the Television Academy, won two Emmys and 
was head of programming for A&E and The History Channel. He has developed and executive 
produced numerous scripted and reality series. Scripted series include Hatfields and McCoys, 
Longmire, Bates Motel and The Kennedys. Reality and documentary series include Cartel Land 
(Emmy), Gettysburg (Emmy), 102 Minutes that Changed America, Duck Dynasty, Storage Wars, 
Pawn Stars, Ice Road Truckers, American Pickers, Ax Men, Swamp People, Dirty Jobs, Mythbusters, 
American Chopper, Biker Build Off, Monster Garage and Deadliest Catch.

ZIAD RAPHAEL NASSAR Renowned luxury event designer Ziad Raphael Nassar was born in 
Byblos, Lebanon, in 1969. He studied visual arts at the Lebanese Academy of Fine Arts (ALBA). 
After graduation, Nassar moved to Cairo and worked as a graphic designer and then as a creative 
director. He designed his first wedding for his best friend in 2004, a magical affair that inspired 
him to pursue a career in event planning and concept creation. Soon after, Nassar moved to Saudi 
Arabia, established himself as the area’s go-to soiree designer, and founded his event company, 
ONCE. In 2009, nostalgia brought Ziad back to Lebanon. To date, he has produced hundreds of 
breathtaking celebrations, including fifty weddings for royal families. He continues to cater to the 
region’s elite and pursue beauty wherever he goes.

JEROME GARY is an Academy Award and Emmy nominated filmmaker. He is the Chairman 
of Visionaire Media and the MENA Media Fund, which invests in media in the Middle East and 
North Africa. Currently, the Fund has more than twenty projects in various stages of production. 
His film credits include Pumping Iron (Academy Award nominated); Stripper; Old Boyfriends; The 
Russians (Cine Golden Eagle); The Laughs Series; The Gathering; Rebel Highway; and Double Switch; 
Generation Iron, On the Road in America (three seasons); Arab Muslim Women, Trading Places, 
American Caravan, and Life After Death. He has also been the President of Production at Cinema 5; 
and the Strategic Director for USC’s esteemed ‘Think Tank,’ The Institute for Creative Technologies.

MARY LAMBERT The pilot will be directed by Mary Lambert who is just finishing a film
for Netflix and has directed 22 films (more than half of which are features) that include
Pet Sematary I and II, Siesta and The In Crowd. She is also credited with having been one of
the creators of music videos (“Before Mary Lambert there was no narrative in music videos; there 
was no story; they just covered the band and the audience.”) She directed all the early Madonna 
videos, videos for The Rolling Stones, the Eurythmics, the Talking Heads, Robbie Robertson
and Janet Jackson to name a few.
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THE TEAM CONTINUED

SHAWN THOMPSON is an award winning Director, 
Editor and Writer. His film credits include On The Road In 
America (three seasons), Trading Places, American Caravan, 
and Life After Death.  Yemeniettes and the reality series  
Generation Entrepreuneur both won numerous awards on 
the festival circuit and The State Of Assyria won the Golden 
Palm Award at the Beverly Hills Film Festival. 

DANI JABBOUR Regional Producer Denise Jabbour is a 
Producer from Beirut, Lebanon. She started as a commercial 
producer at TBWA/RAAD Dubai and then moved into 
webisodes to include the award winning Shankaboot and 
Fasateen series. Her multi-part television and feature credits 
as Producer include: On The Road In America Season 
III, Injaz, American Caravan (feature), Trading Places, 
Confessions From The War (feature), and Confessions Of A 
Runner. She is now in the 6th season of the multi-award 
winning Zyara series that she created and produced with 
Muriel Aboulrouss. She is the head of Production for the 
MENA Media Fund.

SARA MAST is an award-winning filmmaker and 
showrunner who successfully helped create and run a 
diverse slate of shows ranging from structured formats to 
highly stylized docu-series. She is one of the pioneers of 
docu-soaps and helped solidify its place in the television 
landscape. In 2021, she Directed and Executive Produced 
the NBC Peacock series Dr. Death: The Undoctored Story.  
Other credits include Dirty John; The Dirty Truth, E True 
Hollywood Stories, Origins: The Nature Of Mankind, Finding 
My Father, Little Women, Rodeo Girls, I Married A Jonas, 
Interior Therapy and The City. Sara spent four seasons as 
Executive Producer on MTV’s groundbreaking hit
The Hills that changed the face of Reality TV.
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